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The Six Principles 
for True Success:

Aligning with Universal Truth to Attain 
Lasting Happiness, Freedom, and 

Fulfillment

W E E K  6
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Everything is, Everyone is, and I am: ALREADY infinite love of Source, 

the infinite loving energy of Source, infinitely loved by Source.  

Everything is, Everyone is, and I am: ALREADY whole and one with 

Source.  Everything is, Everyone is, and I am: ALREADY being served by 

Source in the highest. Everything is, Everyone is, and I am ALREADY: 

acknowledged, seen, heard, known, valued, felt, supported, accepted, 

and understood by Source in every dimension.  Everything is, Everyone 

is, and I am ALREADY: the infinite possibilities of Source.™

The Teaching of the Sixth Principle:

Aligning with Effortless Transformation:
Ending the Struggle with Manifestation

 

Now that we have anchored the vibration of each of the first Five Principles we 

can introduce the magical and miraculous Sixth Principle that brings each of the 

first Five Principles to a whole new level.  The Sixth Principle opens the doors to 

creating your life with Source.  Is Source powerful beyond measure? Yes. Then 

as you create your life with Source, you become powerful beyond measure.  

Is Source limited by the laws of time or physical reality? No.  Then you are no 

longer limited by the laws of time or physical reality.  Does Source bring forth 

manifestations that are beyond what is seemingly possible.  Yes.  Then you can 

as well.  If you choose to accept The Sixth Principle you will experience:

• The magic returning to your magic wand as your capacity to 

manifest will exponentialize.

• Finally harnessing the vibrational alignment that allows 

anything you choose to actually manifest.  (You’ll finally be 

out of your own way!)
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• No longer suffer from the hard work of the Separate Ego’s 

illusionary “process” that keeps pushing what your desiring to 

manifest endlessly into the future.

• Source doesn’t function from the limitations of time or 

physical reality, so as you align with the Source you will no 

longer have the limitation of time or physical reality hinder 

your manifestation skills.

• A profound sense of unwavering freedom, happiness, and 

fulfillment as you will already be and already have it all 

regardless of outside circumstances.  

• Liberation from the Separate Ego as it will no longer have a 

way to trick you into believing that IT has anything to offer 

you in your life. 

Key Points

• The Sixth Principle: Everything is, Everyone is, and I am: ALREADY 

infinite love of Source, the infinite loving energy of Source, infinitely 

loved by Source.  Everything is, Everyone is, and I am: ALREADY whole 

and one with Source.  Everything is, Everyone is, and I am: ALREADY 

being served by Source in the highest. Everything is, Everyone is, 

and I am ALREADY: acknowledged, seen, heard, known, valued, felt, 

supported, accepted, and understood by Source in every dimension.  

Everything is, Everyone is, and I am ALREADY: the infinite possibilities 

of Source.™

• Has Source always been Source?  Yes.  Source is already functioning 

from the first Five Principles, has always been functioning from the 

first Five Principles, and will always be functioning from the first Five 

Principles.  It is already done.
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• What do I mean when I say, “already done” It means that The Six 

Principles cannot be changed at their core.  Each of these principles 

is already the way that it is, the way it has always been, and the way 

that it will always be. Why is that true?  Because if any one of these 

principles weren’t the way that it is, life would have already ceased to 

exist.  

The First Principle: Everything is, everyone is, and I am the infinite love 

of Source, the infinite loving energy of Source, and infinitely loved by 

Source.

If anything weren’t made of life force energy or the infinite love of 

Source would it be alive?  No.

If anything weren’t flowing with the life force energy or the infinite 

loving energy of Source, and therefore in the process of being 

loved, would it be alive?  No.

The Second Principle: Everything is, everyone is, and I am whole and 

one with Source.

If anything weren’t whole and one with Source:  how would it 

know how to fully be itself.  If itself is Source?  It wouldn’t.  A seed 

wouldn’t grow as it wouldn’t be one with life force energy, encoded 

with everything it needed to be the wholeness of its very self.

The Third Principle: Everything is, everyone is and I am being served 

by Source in the highest.

If life force energy wasn’t hardwired to serve life force energy in the 

highest… would plants and grass regrow even after being bombed 

or eradicated?  No, they wouldn’t.  After the Gulf oil spill these 

microbes began blooming many of which were scientists had never 

discovered.  
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The Fourth Principle: Everything is, everyone is and I am 

acknowledged, seen, heard, known, valued, felt, supported, accepted, 

and understood by Source and the Angels in every dimension.

If life force energy wasn’t hardwired to serve life force energy in the 

highest… would plants and grass regrow even after being bombed 

or eradicated?  No, they wouldn’t.  After the Gulf oil spill these 

microbes began blooming many of which were scientists had never 

discovered.  

The Fifth Principle: Everything is, everyone is and I am the infinite 

possibilities of Source.

If everything weren’t made of the infinite possibility of Source, 

would life be able to be anything to support and sustain itself?  No.  

Would everything be able to serve each of you as creators infinitely?  

No.  If everything weren’t actually made of the waves of the infinite 

possibility, would anything be able to show up that was outside of 

what was seemingly possible?  No. 

Therefore the Six Principle is the first Five Principles are the way it is, 

the way it’s always been, and the way it will always be and cannot be 

changed or altered at their core or else life would not be able to support 

and sustain itself. 

• Can it appear as if or feel like the Six Principles can be changed 

or altered?  Sure! They are waves and particles existing through 

all time, space and dimension.  They can appear or feel to you 

as the creator to be whatever you believe and are projecting is 

reality.  But that doesn’t change what they are.  It only changes 

the experience you are having, not what they are made of.

• Do you need to “do” anything to make this the way that 

it is?  No.
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Does this mean that any specific outcome is already done?  As you 

are aligned with The Six Principles, the expression of outcomes that 

life force energy brings into your life is infinite.  Alignment creates 

multiple outcomes within the same frequency range.  So what the 

Sixth Principles is referring to is that each of the principles is already 

done not that one specific outcome is already done.  

In order for life to already be this way… nothing is required from 

you.  Life force energy is already functioning from The Six Principles.  

Regardless of you.  It is already the way that it is.  If you do nothing… this 

is what already is.

In order to not limit you approach each possibility as it shows up as one 

of the many infinite outcomes.  

• Do you need to do it perfect or right in order to make life 
function this way?  No.

• Do you need to be worthy or deserving in order to make life 
function this way  No.

• Do you need to not do it wrong in order to make life 
function this way?  No.

• Do you need to work hard or pay for what you’ve done 
before life functions this way? No.

• Do you need to do more good deeds to earn life being this 
way?  No.

• Therefore there is no effort that is required from you.

• You don’t need to “hold” the energy in order for it to be this 
way.  (which is exhausting)

• This moves you as the creator from an experience of 
projecting to receiving.

• This allows Source to work through you. 
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• The Sixth Principle takes the Separate Ego out of the picture.  

The Separate Ego is always about the process.  If you are already 

being and already having something the Ego has nothing 

to do, nothing to bait you with, and no way to take over your 

consciousness to make you separate from anything.

• You fully realize the truth that The Ego has nothing to offer you. 

• When you accept The Six Principle you are moving in the space 

where Source creates.  How powerful is Source?

• Is Source limited to the limitation of time or physical reality?  

No.  Therefore, as you step into all Six Principles you will not be 

limited by the limitation of time of physical reality.

• As you step into The Six Principles.  First, you begin running 

them.  Then they begin running you.  At first, you’re running 

them to reach Source alignment.  Once you’re in Source 

alignment; Source alignment runs you.

How does this put the “magic” back in your magic wand?  Let’s 

examine all of the ways in which you have attempted to manifest 

in the past.  Does any of this create alignment with what you are 

choosing to manifest or does it create misalignment?

I want this to manifest…

I desire this to manifest …

I need this to manifest …

I lack this to manifest …

I am missing this to manifest …

I am demanding this to manifest …

I am trying to control this to manifest …

I am deserving or worthy of this to manifest…

If this manifests it will mean x,y,z…

Someday in the future, I dream of manifesting…

I’m getting there… It’s coming… I’m in process…
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• In essence; you realize you are Source. You are The Six 

Principles. This is the way that you are, you have always been 

and you will always be.  It’s not personal.  It’s just the way that it 

is.  You cannot be changed or altered.  You are Source that is an 

instrument of Source that supports and sustains life itself. This 

is the natural way that you, everything, and everyone truly is.  

And since it is the way that everything already is… it is easy and 

effortless to function here… because nothing else truly exists. 

• Your experience changes… You become God experiencing 

God, life experiencing life, Source experiencing Source, Love 

experiencing Love, Spirit experiencing Spirit, The Creator 

experiencing the Creator, Energy experiencing Energy…

◊ You realize you already are Source love serving Source love 
in yourself, everything, and everyone.

◊ You realize you already are Source loving energy serving 
Source loving energy in yourself, everything and everyone.

◊ You realize you already are Source loved energy serving 
Source loved energy in yourself, everything, and everyone.

◊ You realize you already are Source, whole and one 
energy, serving Source whole and one energy in yourself, 
everything, and everyone.

◊ You realize you already are Source serving Source in the 
highest in yourself, everything, and everyone.

◊ You realize you already are the energy of Source that 
acknowledges Source, sees Source, knows Source, hears 
Source, values Source, feels Source, supports Source, 
accepts Source, and understands Source in yourself, 
everything, and everyone in every dimension.   

them to reach Source alignment.  Once you’re in Source 

alignment; Source alignment runs you.
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Step #1:  Come from the conscious perspective of the Sixth Principle; that 

Everything is, Everyone is, and I am: ALREADY infinite love of Source, 

the infinite loving energy of Source, infinitely loved by Source.  

Everything is, Everyone is, and I am: ALREADY whole and one with 

Source.  Everything is, Everyone is, and I am: ALREADY be served by 

Source in the highest. Everything is, Everyone is, and I am ALREADY: 

acknowledged, seen, heard, known, valued, felt, supported, accepted, 

and understood by Source in every dimension.  Everything is, Everyone 

is, and I am ALREADY: the infinite possibilities of Source.™

Step #2:  Journal to inquire about how your life looks and feels differently from 

the truth of The Sixth Principle.

Step #3:  Listen to Week 6 Morning and Evening Neuropathway Activations to 

activate the frequency of The Sixth Principle.

#1 Tool for instantly stepping out of the automatic and into 

conscious choice:

When any form of automatic experience comes up ask, “Did I choose this?  Or did 

this come up automatically?”  The answer will be “No, I didn’t choose this.”  Then 

ask, “What do I choose based on Source’s infinite menu?  And make a conscious 

choice for you.

Assignment for Week 6:

Step #1:  Conscious Perspective:

                     “If everything and everyone, including myself, were actually 

ALREADY the infinite love of Source, the infinite loving energy of 

Source, infinitely loved by Source, ALREADY whole and one with 

Source, ALREADY served by Source in the highest, ALREADY: 

acknowledged, seen, heard, known, valued, felt, supported, accepted, 
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Step #2:  Journal Exercise

                     Use these journaling exercises to assist you to fully own and integrate 

each principle in your daily life.

If everything and everyone, including me, were in fact ALREADY the infinite love 

of Source, ALREADY the infinite loving energy of Source, ALREADY infinitely 

loved by Source, ALREADY whole and one with Source, ALREADY served by 

Source in the highest, ALREADY: acknowledged, seen, heard, known, valued, 

felt, supported, accepted, and understood by Source in every dimension, 

ALREADY: the infinite possibilities of Source, how would I feel and what does this 

mean about myself, money, my body, and my relationships?
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Step #3:  Fill your heart with gratitude and listen to week 6 Morning and Evening 

Neuropathway Activations or speak aloud the following to bring 

you into the frequency of The Sixth Principle. (Feel free to add more 

awareness about what this means for you and your life as you speak it 

out loud.)

The Sixth Principle:  Everything is, Everyone is, and I am: ALREADY infinite 

love of Source, the infinite loving energy of Source, infinitely loved by Source.  

Everything is, Everyone is, and I am: ALREADY whole and one with Source.  

Everything is, Everyone is, and I am: ALREADY being served by Source in the 

highest. Everything is, Everyone is, and I am ALREADY: acknowledged, seen, 

heard, known, valued, felt, supported, accepted, and understood by Source 

in every dimension.  Everything is, Everyone is, and I am ALREADY: the infinite 

possibilities of Source.™

“Thank you Source for making everything and everyone including me ALREADY 

the infinite love of Source, ALREADY the infinite loving energy of Source, and 

ALREADY infinitely loved by Source.  The truth is I am ALREADY love.  Therefore 

I don’t need to search for love outside of me.  I am ALREADY made of the love I 

seek.  I am so grateful for the fact that I am already love.  The truth is, all of love is 

ALREADY loving me.  The truth is everything is ALREADY made of life force energy 

flowing through life force energy.  And this loving energy is ALREADY loving every 

cell, every plane, every molecule, and every part of me.  I am so grateful for the 

truth that life is ALREADY loving.  The truth is I am ALREADY loved by Source.  I 

am so grateful that I am ALREADY loved.  And that this is ALREADY the way that it 

is.  Therefore, it is clear that I don’t need to do anything or be anything in order to 

be loved.  I am ALREADY loved.  I don’t need to do the right thing or be perfect.  I 

don’t need to not do the wrong thing.  I don’t need to change or alter myself at 
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 all.  The fact is, I am ALREADY loved, just as I am right now.  I am so grateful that no 

matter what I do, no matter where I go, I am ALREADY loved.  This is ALREADY the 

way that it is.  This is already done, and cannot be undone.” 

“Thank you Source for making everything and everyone including me ALREADY 

whole and one with Source.  I am so grateful that I am ALREADY whole and 

one with Source.   This means I don’t need to do anything or feel any particular 

way to be fulfilled.  I am ALREADY fulfilled just as I am.  I am ALREADY whole.  I 

am so grateful that I am already ONE with Source.  Therefore I have never been 

disconnected or connected to Source I am ALREADY one with Source.  This 

means I have, and have always had, the power of the universe flowing 

through me. This is the way that it ALREADY is.  This is the way that it has ALWAYS 

been.  This is the way that it will ALWAYS be.  This is already done, and cannot be 

undone.”   

“Thank you Source for ALREADY serving everything and everyone including me in 

the highest.  Even though it hasn’t appeared or felt at times that you were serving 

me in the highest.  I now know that I am ALREADY being served in the highest.  I 

am the creator and the infinite waveforms have been becoming whatever I needed 

to fulfill my divine destiny of returning to Source.  It has all been a teacher leading 

myself as a student home to love.  I am so grateful that I am ALREADY being served 
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by Source in the highest.  This is ALREADY the way that it is. This is the way that it 

has ALWAYS been.  This is the way that it will ALWAYS be. This is already done, and 

cannot be undone.” 

“Thank you Source for making everything and everyone including me ALREADY 

acknowledged, seen, heard, known, valued, felt, supported, accepted, and 

understood by Source in every dimension.  I am so grateful that I am ALREADY 

being acknowledged, seen, heard, known, valued, felt, supported, accepted, 

and understood by Source in every dimension.  The truth is, I am ALREADY 

acknowledged.  I am ALREADY seen.  I am ALREADY known.  I am ALREADY 

valued.  Source is ALREADY feeling everything with me, for me, and through me.  

I am ALREADY supported.  I am ALREADY accepted.  I am ALREADY understood.  

This is ALREADY the way that it is.  This is the way that it has ALWAYS been.  This is 

the way that it will ALWAYS be.  This is already done, and cannot be undone.” 

I am so grateful that everything and everyone, including me, is ALREADY the 

infinite possibilities of Source.  Everything is all ALREADY infinite.  Everyone is 

ALREADY infinite.  I am ALREADY infinite.  Every situation is ALREADY infinite.  

Therefore I can ALREADY have anything.  I can ALREADY be anything.  I can 

ALREADY do anything.  I can ALREADY manifest anything.  This is ALREADY the 

way that it is.  This is the way that it has ALWAYS been.  This is the way that it will 

ALWAYS be. This is already done, and cannot be undone. 
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“It’s not personal, it’s just the way it is.  It’s just the way energy is hardwired to 

support and sustain life itself.  Therefore I don’t need to do anything to make it 

this way.  I don’t need to be any particular way to make it this way.  I don’t need 

to do the right thing, or not do the wrong thing to make it this way.  It is already 

this way.  If I do nothing, and just relax, this is the way that it already is.  If I simply 

stop projecting, and instead just be, I will get to experience that this is ALREADY 

is the way that it is.  The truth is, the Six Principles cannot be fundamentally 

changed or altered. Sure, it can appear as if or feel like the Six Principles can 

be changed or altered? Yes, they are waves and particles existing through all 

time, space, and dimension.  Since I am the creator, they will appear and feel like 

whatever I believe and am projecting is real. But that doesn’t change what they 

are.  It only changes the experience that I am having, not what actually is.  So if I 

stop projecting beliefs, energy will be free to be itself, a gentle unwavering force 

of love that is already, unconditionally functioning from the Six principles.  I now 

accept that the six principles are beyond belief, beyond truth, and beyond fact.  

They simply are the way things ALREADY are. Therefore, today I choose with all 

of my heart, mind, body, and soul I accept this is ALREADY the way it is, “In the 

name of Source, and all that is light, by the law of divine grace, I (state your full 

name) now accept that everything is, everyone is, and I am ALREADY infinite 

love of Source, the infinite loving energy of Source, infinitely loved by Source.  

Everything is, Everyone is, and I am: ALREADY whole and one with Source.  

Everything is, Everyone is, and I am: ALREADY being served by Source in the 

highest. Everything is, Everyone is, and I am ALREADY: acknowledged, seen, 

heard, known, valued, felt, supported, accepted, and understood by Source 

in every dimension.  Everything is, Everyone is, and I am ALREADY: the infinite 

possibilities of Source.  It’s truly not personal, it’s just the way it ALREADY is.  It is 

just the way energy is ALREADY hardwired in order to support and sustain itself.  

This is ALREADY the way that it is.  This is the way that it has ALWAYS been.  

This is the way that it will ALWAYS be.  It is ALREADY done, it is ALREADY done, 

it is ALREADY done.  ALREADY Sealed by Source, ALREADY sealed by Source, 

ALREADY sealed by Source.”
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How to Utilize the Six Principles to Transform any Aspect of Life

Now that you have learned The Six Principles, let’s teach you how you can use 

this complete system to transform any aspect of your life.  The only reason why 

anything in your life is resonating as a problem that needs to be transformed is 

because it is in misalignment.  You are actually in a relationship with separation 

instead of being in a relationship with The Six Principles.  You are not in a 

relationship with the energy that is, you are in a relationship to the illusion. 

As you move into a relationship with Source aligned with The Six Principles 

all of the perceived density, heaviness, beliefs or feelings about something 

disappear.  After you run this process energetically you will experience instant 

transformation of the energy and come to the awareness that there is nothing to 

transform.

The first step is to bring yourself into The Six Principles. 

Step #1:  Fill your heart with gratitude, love, and joy.

Step #2:  Speak aloud your gratitude for the first Five Principles.  “Thank you 

Source for making me the infinite love of Source, the infinite loving 

energy of Source.  I am so grateful that I am infinitely loved by 

Source.  Thank you Source for making me whole and one with you.  I 

am so grateful to be whole and one with you.  Thank you Source for 

serving me in the highest.  I am so grateful to be served by Source 

in the highest.  Thank you Source for acknowledging me, seeing 

me, knowing me, hearing me, valuing me, feeling me, supporting 

me, accepting me and understanding me in every dimension.  I 

am grateful beyond measure.  Thank you Source for making me 

the infinite possibility of Source.  I am so grateful to be the infinite 

possibility of Source.”  (You may feel at times that you can skip step 

two and go straight to step three.  Feel free to do so.)

Step #3:  Keep your heart overflowing with gratitude and profess your thanks 

and gratitude for Source from the perspective of The Sixth Principle.  
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                    “Thank you Source.  I am so grateful for the truth, that I am ALREADY the 

infinite love of Source, ALREADY the infinite loving energy of Source, 

and ALREADY infinitely loved by Source.  I am ALREADY whole and one 

with Source. I am ALREADY being served by Source in the highest.  I am 

ALREADY acknowledged, seen, known, heard, valued, felt, supported, 

accepted and understood by Source in every dimension.  It’s not 

personal, it’s just the way it ALREADY is.  It’s just the way energy is 

ALREADY hardwired to support and sustain itself.  It is ALREADY done, 

ALREADY done, ALREADY done.” 

Now that you are resonating in all of The Six Principles you can change your 

relationship to: money, your body, a relationship, or anything into alignment with 

The Six Principles.  Remember this is what actually is.  This is energetically how 

everything and everyone is already hardwired.  As you run The Six Principles 

you are simply reminding energy itself that this is what it truly is, and you will 

witness the beliefs, feelings, and density of the illusion disappear.  As you make 

each conscious statement, give the energy a moment to unwind itself and for 

you to come to a greater awareness of the truth that you are speaking.  You may 

find yourself taking deep breaths between each statement to allow this total 

transformation.
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How to run The Six Principles to transform any aspect of your life.

Step #1:  Fill your heart with gratitude, love, and joy. (The more you be love, 

gratitude, and joy, the more it anchors a new reality for you.)

Step #2:  Imagine that the beliefs and feelings about what you are going to 

transform are outside of you.  Put them in a space in front of you.  

Step #3:  Now fill in the blanks with money, your credit cards, your house, your 

garden, your intimate partner, a relationship, or a particular situation.  

Simply replace the word money with whatever you would like to 

                   work on.   

“In the name of Source, and all that is light, by the law of Divine Grace, I (state 

your full name) now accept these words I speak as my chosen relationship with 

(Money).  (Money), I want you to know that I am grateful for you.  The truth is 

(money), that you are not what I have believed you were, felt that you were, and 

you are not how I have experienced you in the past.

The First Principle:  The truth is (money), you are the infinite love of Source, the 

infinite loving energy of Source, and infinitely loved by Source.  This means…. 

(Fill in the blanks how you are now approaching your life differently. )  

The Second Principle:  The truth is (Money) you are whole and one with Source.  

This means…

The Third Principle:  The truth is (Money) you are being served by Source in the 

highest.  This means…

The Fourth Principle:  The truth is (Money) you are acknowledged by Source, 

seen by Source, known by Source, valued by Source, heard by Source, felt by 

Source, supported by Source, accepted by Source and understood by Source in 

every dimension.  This means…
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The Fifth Principle:  The truth is (money) you are the infinite possibility of 

Source.  This means…

The Sixth Principle:  The truth is (money) you are ALREADY the infinite love of 

Source, ALREADY the infinite loving energy of Source, ALREADY the infinitely 

loved by Source.  ALREADY whole and one with Source.  ALREADY being served 

by Source in the highest.  ALREADY being served by Source in the highest.  

ALREADY acknowledged, seen, heard, known, valued, felt, supported, accepted, 

and understood by Source in every dimension.  ALREADY the infinite possibility 

of Source.  You are this way, you have always been this way, and you will always 

be this way.  This means…

It’s not personal it’s just the way that it is.  It is just the way that energy is 

hardwired to support and sustain itself.  It’s already done,  it’s already done.  It’s 

already sealed by Source, already sealed by Source, already sealed by Source.  

Therefore today I choose to move forward with you (money) from this truth.  

Thank you (money) for being Source and functioning from The Six Principles in 

my life.  I am so grateful for you. 

Since this is who you truly are (money), today I choose… (Fill in the blanks about 

what you are now choosing moving forward.)

Since this is who you truly are (money), today I feel… (Fill in the blanks about how 

you now feel moving forward.)

Congratulations!  You are no longer in a relationship with separation in 

regards to (money), you are now in alignment with Source in regards to 

(money).  Or in other words.  You are now in a relationship with your true self.  

You can apply this process to yourself, anyone or anything.  


